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Abstract Present experimental data do not exclude fast os-
cillation of the neutron n to its degenerate twin from a hypo-
thetical parallel sector, the so called mirror neutron n′. We
show that this effect brings about remarkable modifications
of the ultrahigh-energy cosmic ray spectrum testable by the
present Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO) and Telescope Ar-
ray (TA) detector, and the future JEM-EUSO experiment.
In particular, the baryon non-conservation during UHECR
propagation at large cosmological distances shifts the begin-
ning of the GZK cutoff to lower energies, while in presence
of mirror sources it may enhance the spectrum at E > 100
EeV. As a consequence, one can expect a significant reduc-
tion of the diffuse cosmogenic neutrino flux.

There may exist a hidden parallel sector that is an ex-
act copy of our particle sector. One can imagine a theory
based on a direct product G×G′ of identical gauge factors
with identical particle contents which can emerge, e.g. in
the context of E8×E ′8 string theory. As a minimal possibil-
ity, one can consider a case of two Standard Model copies
with G = SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) standing for ordinary sec-
tor and G′ = SU(3)′× SU(2)′×U(1)′ standing for parallel
sector. Alternatively, one can envisage some grand unified
extensions as SU(5)×SU(5)′, etc. The Lagrangians of two
worlds can be rendered identical to each other, with all cou-
pling constants being exactly the same in both sectors, by in-
troducing a discrete symmetry G↔ G′ under the exchange
of two gauge systems and of the respective matter fields.

A well-known example, coined as mirror world [1,2,3,
4,5,6], was introduced long time ago for interpreting parity
as a discrete symmetry when our ‘left-handed’ particles are
exchanged with their mirror twins that are ‘right-handed’.
Concerns about parity are irrelevant for our following dis-
cussions which can be extended to a parallel sector (or sec-
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tors) of any chirality. For us is important only that each ordi-
nary particle: electron e, proton p, neutron n etc. may have
a mass degenerate twin: e′, p′, n′ etc. These twin particles
must be sterile to our strong and electroweak interactions but
have their own strong and electroweak interactions among
themselves.1

Mirror baryons can be viable as asymmetric dark matter
provided that parallel sector has smaller temperature than
the ordinary one, T ′ � T [7,8,9,10]. On the other hand,
once this condition is fulfilled, B−L and CP violating in-
teractions among ordinary and mirror particles can generate
baryon asymmetries in both sectors [11,12], naturally giving
the relation Ω ′B/ΩB ' 5 between cosmological fractions of
the dark and visible matter [13,14,15]. Such interactions can
be mediated by heavy messengers coupled to both sectors, as
right handed neutrinos or extra gauge bosons/gauginos [16].
In the context of extra dimensions, ordinary and mirror sec-
tors can be modeled as two parallel 3-dimensional branes
and particle processes between them could be mediated by
the bulk modes or “baby branes" [17].

The same B or L violating interactions that lead to pri-
mordial baryogenesis can also induce mixing phenomena
between the ordinary particles and their mirror partners. E.g.
effective operator (1/M)lφ l′φ ′ (∆L = 1) between the or-
dinary/mirror lepton and Higgs fields in the early universe
gives rise to an efficient lepto-baryogenesis mechanism for
both sectors [11,12,13], while at low energies it induces the
mixing between ordinary (active) neutrinos νe,µ,τ and their
mirror (sterile) partners ν ′e,µ,τ [18,19] (see also [20,21]).2

1 In the following, for terminological simplicity, we shall continue to
call the particles of the ‘primed’ parallel sector as mirror particles, in-
dependently of their chirality.
2Mirror symmetry can be spontaneously broken e.g. due to the dif-
ference of weak interaction scales or grand unification scales between
two sectors. Then the mirror sector can be deformed to a shadow world
with certain predictable properties. Some phenomenological and cos-
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Effective six-fermion interactions (1/M)5(udd)(u′d′d′),
etc. (∆B = 1) with the scale M ∼ 1−10 TeV, involving the
ordinary (u,d) and mirror (u′,d′) quarks of different families
can provide an efficient mechanism for primordial baryo-
genesis and dark matter genesis, and in addition, can be
testable at the LHC [26]. On the other hand, at low ener-
gies these operators induce the mass mixing ε(nn′ + n′n)
between the neutron n and its mass degenerate mirror twin
n′, with ε ∼ Λ 6

QCD/M5. Hence, in the vacuum conditions n
and n′ must have a maximal mixing while the oscillation
time in the rest frame, τnn′ = ε−1 ∼ (M/10TeV)5 s, can be
much smaller than the neutron β -decay time τd ' 880 s, and
in fact it can be of the order of a second [26]. This seems
rather surprising as it regards the baryon number violating
process, but it is not excluded by the present experimental
data.3 The key moment is that for free neutrons n–n′ transi-
tion is affected by the Earth magnetic field whereas for the
neutrons bound in nuclei it is ineffective and so the nuclear
destabilization limits are irrelevant. In addition, n–n′ oscil-
lation with τnn′ ∼ 1 s is not in conflict with the astrophysical
bounds from primordial nucleosynthesis, from the neutron
star stability, etc. [26,27,28].4

In the last years several experiments searched for n−n′

oscillation via the magnetic field dependence of the neutron
losses [32,33,34,35]. Note, however, that the lower bounds
on τnn′ reported by these experiments (the strongest limit
reads τnn′ > 414 s [34]) and adopted by the Particle Data
Group [36] become invalid if the Earth possesses a reason-
ably large mirror magnetic field: the latter cannot be screened
in the experiments and it can drastically influence the prob-
ability of n− n′ oscillation [28]. On the other hand, if dark
matter consists of mirror particles, it is also plausible that
the solar system and the Earth itself may capture a signifi-
cant amount of mirror matter due to some feeble interactions
between ordinary and mirror particles. The Earth’s rotation
gives rise to circular currents in the captured mirror mat-
ter which may induce a mirror magnetic field up to several
Gauss [28].

In the presence of non-zero mirror field B′ the proba-
bility of n− n′ oscillation has a non-trivial dependence on
the ordinary magnetic field B and on its orientation rela-
tive to B′ [28]. In particular, if B′ > 0.05 G, the existing
experimental bounds do not exclude τnn′ < 10 s or so. More-
over, the data acquired in the experiment [35] provide a pos-
itive signal for n–n′ oscillation with τnn′ of few seconds.
According to critical analysis performed in ref. [37], these
data indicate that the ultra-cold neutron losses measured in

mological implications of such models were discussed in refs. [22,23,
24,25].
3 Other ∆B = 1 effects as e.g. oscillation Λ–Λ ′ between the hyperons
can be even faster. However, they are very short-living and these effects
should be more difficult to observe.
4For other theoretical works on n–n′ oscillation see [29,30,31].

magnetic field depend on the magnetic field strength and its
orientation. Namely, the measurements performed at B =

0.2 G show dependence on the magnetic field direction at
more than 5σ level whereas no effect is seen in the mea-
surements performed at B = 0.4 G. This anomaly can be
interpreted in terms of n−n′ oscillation with τnn′ = 2−10 s
provided that the Earth possesses a mirror magnetic field
B′ ' 0.1 G [37]. This result, if confirmed by forthcoming
experiments, will have deepest consequences for fundamen-
tal particle physics, astrophysics and cosmology.

In this letter we show that fast n–n′ oscillation can have
intriguing implications for the propagation of ultra-high-energy
cosmic rays (UHECR). In particular, it can cause significant
modifications of the spectrum at E & 10 EeV which can be
proved in future experiments with high accuracy.

It is known that the cosmic microwave background (CMB)
causes an abrupt end in the cosmic proton spectrum, the
so called Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) cutoff [38,39].
The cutoff energy corresponds to the pion photoproduction
threshold, EGZK = mπ m/2εγ ' 60 EeV, where m and mπ are
respectively the nucleon and pion masses and εγ ' 3T '
10−3 eV is an effective energy of relic photons, T = 2.725 K
being the CMB temperature. The mean free path (m.f.p.)
of the proton, ls ∼ 〈σ(pγ → Nπ)nγ〉−1 ∝ T−3, strongly de-
pends on the energy. One has ls ∼ 5 Mpc for E > 300 EeV
but it sharply increases at lower energies, e.g. ls > 100 Mpc
at E < 60 EeV. In each pγ → Nπ scattering with one pion
production the super-GZK protons lose about 15–20% of
their energy, but at large energies, E � EGZK, the energy
loss by multi-pion production can effectively reach 50%.

The pγ-scattering has two main pion production chan-
nels, pγ → pπ0 and pγ → nπ+, with roughly comparable
cross-sections. Conversion of the cosmic ray proton into the
neutron does not influence the propagation length, since nγ→
Nπ scatterings, nγ→ nπ0 (pπ−), have nearly the same cross
sections as pγ→Nπ ones. In addition the β -decay n→ peν̃e
converts the neutron back to the proton with practically the
same energy. Up to E ' 0.5 ZeV the decay length ld =Γ cτd
(Γ = E/m is Lorentz factor) is smaller than nγ → Nπ scat-
tering length. Hence, cosmic ray carriers with E � EGZK
travel long distances transforming from protons to neutrons
and back suffering significant energy losses which down-
grade their energy to sub-GZK range. Yet, the baryon num-
ber in the cosmic ray propagation is conserved.

In presence of n− n′ oscillation the situation changes
drastically: the produced neutron can now oscillate into a
mirror one. If τnn′ � τd the oscillation length lnn′ = cΓ τnn′

is much smaller than ld and ls so that at these scales oscil-
lations may be averaged. The n− n′ transition probability
was calculated in [26,27] and in general case in [28]. For
the cosmic neutron oscillations it reads

P(E) =
1

2[1+(Γ ωτnn′)2]
=

1
2+q(E/100EeV)2 , (1)
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where ω = 1
2 |µn∆B| and ∆B=B−B′, µn being the neu-

tron magnetic magnetic moment and B and B′ being re-
spectively the ordinary and mirror magnetic fields at the cos-
mological scales, or more precisely their transverse compo-
nents. Factor q = 0.45× (τnn′/1 s)2× (∆B/1 fG)2, shows
the efficiency of n− n′ oscillation at E ' EGZK. Finally, β -
decay of mirror neutron n′→ p′e′ν̃ ′e converts a cosmic ray,
being initially a proton, to a mirror proton.

The latter can be converted to ordinary proton via in-
verse chain of reactions: p′γ ′→ n′π ′ scattering, n′−n tran-
sition and n→ peν̃e decay. However, the propagation length
of mirror protons is much larger than that of ordinary ones,
l′s � ls, as far as the temperature of mirror CMB is smaller
than that of ordinary CMB, T ′/T = x� 1. Namely, the Big
Bang nucleosynthesis imposes a robust upper bound x < 0.5
or so [7,8,9], but the limits strengthen if one assumes that
dark matter consists entirely of mirror baryons. In this case
the large scale structure and CMB power spectrum require
x < 0.3, while yet stronger limits as x < 0.2 (or x < 0.1)
arise by demanding that the Silk damping of mirror baryon
perturbations does not prevent the formation of normal (or
dwarf) galaxies [7,8,9,13].

For the relic mirror photon number density and their av-
erage energy we have n′γ = x3nγ and ε ′γ = xεγ . Thus m.f.p. of
mirror cosmic rays is drastically amplified, l′s/ls ' x−3� 1,
while the threshold energy of p′γ ′→ N′π ′ increases as well,
E ′GZK ' x−1EGZK. So, the energy range EGZK . E . E ′GZK
acts for ordinary cosmic rays like a sink where they disap-
pear – ordinary cosmic rays with E > EGZK are converted
to mirror ones, but the mirror ones may be converted (at
much lower rate) to ordinary ones only at E > E ′GZK. The
dominant fraction of the cosmic rays produced in far distant
sources must escape to the parallel sector via n−n′ oscilla-
tion. However, if there are powerful mirror sources the or-
dinary UHECR flux may be increased at E > E ′GZK by the
contribution from cosmic rays originated in the mirror sector
and converted to ordinary ones via n′–n oscillation.

In the presence of n−n′ oscillation, evolution of the four
UHECR number densities Ui =Ui(E, t), i= p,n, p′,n′, in the
expanding universe may be described by a system of cou-
pled integro-differential equations

∂Ui
∂ t = Qi−3H(t)Ui +

∂ [E(H(t)+βi)Ui]
∂E +

mDi j
Eτd

U j

−Ri(E, t)Ui +Ti j(E)
∞∫
E

dẼ Wjk(E, Ẽ, t)Uk(Ẽ, t),
(2)

where H(t) is Hubble parameter. We assume that cosmic
rays sources are distributed homogeneously in space and
their generation functions Qi(E, t) may have cosmological
evolution with time t [40]. Here Wjk(E, Ẽ, t) is the probabil-
ity density for a nucleon k (N = p,n or N′ = p′,n′) of energy
Ẽ to transform via the pion-production scatterings off the re-
spective CMB (γ or γ ′) into a nucleon j (again N or N′) with
energy E. Hence, the mixed terms between two systems van-

ish, WNN′ = 0, whereas the relevant terms are calculated us-
ing the cross sections of pγ and nγ processes which take into
account also the multi-pion production channels. The matrix
Ti j(E), with Tpp = Tp′p′ = 1, Tnn = Tn′n′ = 1−P(E), Tnn′ =

Tn′n = P(E) given by Eq. (1) and with other elements being
zero, stands for transition probabilities due to n− n′ oscil-
lation: the neutron n produced in Nγ-scattering, N = p,n,
promptly oscillates into n′ with a probability P(E) and vice
versa; Ri(E, t) =

∫ E
0 dẼ ∑ j Wji(Ẽ,E, t) stands for probability

of a nucleon i with energy E to disappear from the energy
range dE; factors βp,p′(E, t) take into account the p and p′

energy losses due to e+e− pair production (βn,n′ = 0). The
matrix Di j takes into account n and n′ β -decays transform-
ing neutrons back into protons with practically the same
energy; here Dpn = Dp′n′ = 1, Dnn = Dn′n′ = −1 and all
other elements are zero. In the absence of n− n′ oscillation
the system (2) obviously splits into two independent sets of
equations for ordinary and mirror cosmic rays.

At all reasonable energies neutrons decay before their
nγ → Nπ scattering off CMB, so that ld < ls � l′s (need-
less to say that we take into account also the multi-pion
production). The relation ld � l′s holds very well for mir-
ror neutrons, while for ordinary ones ld < ls is fulfilled only
at E < 500 EeV. For this energy range the initial proton,
after pγ→ nπ+ scattering, with following prompt n−n′ os-
cillation and neutron decay, instantly transforms into a mir-
ror proton, p→ p′ with probability P(E), and vice versa,
p′→ p, neglecting the propagation periods when a nucleon
dwells in the mixed n−n′ state. This allows to integrate out
n and n′ states and to reduce the system of 4 equations (2)
effectively to a system of two equations describing evolution
of just p and p′. It should be noted that this approximation is
equivalent also to the approximation when one neglects the
difference between pγ and nγ cross-sections.

To facilitate the calculations, the latter system of two
integro-differential equations was reduced to an analog of
a set of two coupled Fokker-Plank type differential equa-
tions by expanding the kernels of integrals in (2) in series at
Ẽ = E up to second derivatives. This method was proved to
be valid by comparison with Monte Carlo simulations in the
case of propagation of ordinary protons [41]. Moreover, we
assume q� 1 in Eq. (1), so that P(E) = 1/2. This holds for
∆B. 1 fG which is consistent with the limits on extragalac-
tic magnetic fields B> 10−2−1 fG given in ref. [42]. There
is no strong evidence for a presence of larger magnetic fields
in voids. The galactic magnetic field generation mechanism
from the density perturbations before the recombination pre-
dicts seed magnetic fields at the scales larger than 1 Mpc
smaller than 10−4 fG [43,44]. However, the data concerning
the intergalactic magnetic fields are controversial and there
are some hints that they may be larger than 1 fG. Never-
theless, at large scales ordinary and mirror magnetic fields
can be strongly correlated, so that their difference ∆B can
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Fig. 1 Ratios of the UHECR spectrum modified by n−n′ oscillation,
Jnn′ (E), and standard GZK (no oscillation) spectrum, J0(E), in the ab-
sence of mirror sources, Q′(E) = 0, and for different ratios of CMB
temperatures T ′/T = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. Observe a rather mild dependence
on generation spectral indexes between γg = 2.3÷2.7.

be small enough [27]. There is also a possibility of the res-
onance MSW like n–n′ transitions if magnetic fields larger
than 1 fG have turbulent structure at scales less than 1 Mpc.5

We take into account that intensity of cosmic ray sources
may depend on the cosmological redshift z and parametrize
the generation functions as

Q(E) ∝ E−γg(1+ z)m
Θ(zmax− z)Θ(Emax−E), (3)

where γg is a generation spectral index and m is an evolution
parameter. We also assume that sources emerge at maximal
redshift zmax and their acceleration capacities are limited by
energy Emax. For the mirror cosmic rays, we assume that
their generation function Q′(E) has the same shape (3) as
that of the ordinary ones but the intensity can be different.
In other words, we take the ratio Q′/Q to be constant. For the
sake of definiteness, in our following computations we take
m = 3, zmax = 4 and Emax = 10 ZeV. But we would like to
stress that our results for the UHECR spectral modification
in the relevant energy range practically do not depend on the
choice of these parameters.

The results of our calculations for different sets of pa-
rameters are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Let us first dis-
cuss the case when there are no mirror cosmic rays sources,
Q′= 0. Then cosmic rays with E >EGZK produced in distant
extragalactic sources not only lose their energy during prop-
agation, but also degrade in number owing to n–n′ transition.
This shifts the cutoff in the cosmic ray spectrum to energies
lower than EGZK' 60 EeV. Now the cutoff relates also to the
non-conservation of the baryon number: the most part of ini-

5Let us remark, that rather large magnetic fields would be necessary
for the MSW-like transitions in the bigravity picture when gravity is
not fully universal between two sectors, e.g. when ordinary and mirror
sectors have separate gravities, forming one massless and one massive
graviton eigenstates [45,46].
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Fig. 2 The same as on Fig. 1 but in the presence of mirror sources
with different intensities: Q′(E)/Q(E) = 0, 1 ,2, 5. Observe that the
modification pattern in the cutoff region is practically independent of
the values of T ′/T and Q′/Q, but at the energies above 100 EeV the
dependence becomes very strong.

tial protons with E > EGZK transforms into mirror protons,
thus getting invisible for us, and so the ordinary UHECR
flux in the relevant energy range will be reduced with re-
spect to what is expected in the normal GZK scenario; on
the other hand, an imaginary mirror observer would detect
a flux of mirror UHECR originated in our world.6 In other
words, the baryon numbers B and B′ are not conserved indi-
vidually, but the sum B+B′ must be conserved.

In the Fig. 1 we show the modification factor η(E) =
Jnn′(E)/J0(E), defined as the ratio of UHECR spectra cal-
culated with and without n− n′ oscillation, in the absence
of mirror sources, Q′ = 0. Actually, it has an almost univer-
sal shape which just weakly depends on the source genera-
tion function index γg and on the ratio of CMB temperatures
x = T ′/T in two sectors. The spectral modification due to
oscillation starts earlier, at E ∼ 10 EeV, while the maximal
difference from the GZK prediction (about 40%) is reached
around E = EGZK.

Fig. 2 shows the same spectral modification factor η(E)
in the presence of the mirror sources, for different values of
Q′(E)/Q(E). In fact, if mirror baryons constitute dark mat-
ter, one can expect that there are also mirror cosmic rays.
In fact, in quasars and AGN the central black holes can be
a potential sites for acceleration of both ordinary and mir-
ror protons. Therefore, it is natural to assume that the ratio

6For demonstration, compare the curves our GZK, our→our and
our→mirror on Fig. 3 which result from real calculations for a con-
crete choice of parameters (γg = 2.4, m = 3 and T ′/T = 0.3). Ob-
serve that the ordinary sources induce a larger flux of the UHECR in
mirror sector than in our sector, even at energies E < EGZK. For the
UHECR produced at high redshift z, the pγ → Nπ reaction threshold
decreases by a factor 1+ z while the respective m.f.p. decreases by a
factor (1+ z)3, which substantially increases energy loses of the ordi-
nary UHECR while for the UHECR that escape to mirror sector the
energy losses are much smaller.
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Fig. 3 The red solid curves marked as our GZK and mirror GZK show
the expected spectra of the ordinary and mirror cosmic rays in the ab-
sence of n–n′ oscillation. The generation functions in two sectors are
taken identical, Q(E) = Q′(E), with γg = 2.4. We also show exper-
imental results of HiRes, TA and PAO (the latter are 18% upscaled
in energy). The black short-dash curves show the spectra of cosmic
rays originated from ordinary sources Q(E) that escape to mirror sec-
tor due to n–n′ oscillation (our→mirror) and that remain in our sector
(our→our). Reciprocally, the blue long-dash curves show mirror and
ordinary cosmic ray fluxes originated from mirror sources of the same
intensity, Q′(E) = Q(E).

Q′(E)/Q(E) is the same as the ratio of the relative matter
fractions, Ω ′B/ΩB. Let us recall, that Ω ′B/ΩB ∼ 5 can be
naturally achieved in the joint ordinary-mirror baryogene-
sis mechanism [11,12] provided that x < 0.3 or so [13,14,
15].

In this case, in spite of larger m.f.p., the mirror cos-
mic rays with E > E ′GZK can partially move to the ordi-
nary sector which can substantially increase the UHECR
flux at energies above E = 100 EeV (compare the curves
mirror→our and mirror→mirror on Fig. 3 which also shows
that the GZK threshold energy in mirror world is shifted
as E ′GZK/EGZK ' T/T ′). The value of the turning point de-
pends on the parameter x = T ′/T as well as on the strength
of mirror sources, Q′/Q. Note however that the position of
the pre-GZK cutoff remains robust: the shape of the η(E)
at E = 10− 100 EeV practically does not depend on the
strength of the mirror sources.7

The earlier end of the cosmic ray spectrum seems to be
indicated by the data of Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO).
The PAO data show the cutoff starting from E ' 25 EeV
[47], a factor of 2 lower than EGZK. The estimated system-
atic uncertainty of 22% in the energy definition is not suffi-
cient for adjusting the cutoff position to the GZK shape. In

7It is interesting to remark, that the fraction of cosmic ray which origi-
nates in the parallel sector and then transforms to ordinary cosmic rays
due to n–n′ oscillation, can be composed by anti-protons rather than by
protons, depending on the sign of the baryon asymmetry of the parallel
world. However, in the high energy cosmic ray showers it is difficult to
distinguish experimentally primary protons from antiprotons.

Fig. 3 we show the PAO spectrum are upscaled by 18% with
respect to original data reported in [47]. (This is compatible
with the 22% margins allowed by PAO for systematic er-
rors.) Such upscaling in energies, from the one side, renders
the PAO data compatible with the data accumulated by other
experiments HiRes [48] and TA [49], in the energy range
E < 20 EeV where all experiments reached very good accu-
racy, and on the other side, with the spectral characteristics
predicted by dip model that considers protons as the cosmic
ray carriers [40]. One can immediately observe that the stan-
dard UHECR spectrum (the red solid curve our GZK on Fig.
3), while is perfectly compatible with the PAO data at E <

20 EeV but gets into evident conflict at the energies above
20 EeV.8 On the other hand, our result which takes into ac-
count n–n′ oscillation (the black short-dash curve our→our
on Fig. 3) matches the PAO data much better; in particular, it
well reflects the stiffening of the spectrum from E ' 30 EeV
or so [47]. As for the HiRes and TA, their data at E > 30 EeV
are rather scattered and have large error bars which in fact
renders them compatible with the standard GZK prediction
as well as to its n–n′ modification. In fact, the n-n′ oscilla-
tion model proposed in this Letter mitigates the controversy
between the data of PAO and the data of HiRes and TA ex-
periments putting the beginning of the cutoff in the middle,
when extragalactic protons are assumed to be the cosmic ray
carriers.

However, we consider that it would be premature to claim
that the problem is solved until the experimental situation
is not well settled. A controversy concerning the shape and
chemical composition of the UHECR spectrum between the
PAO data from one side, and the data of HiRes [48] and TA
[49] on the other side, is not yet resolved (see e.g. [50]).
The HiRes and TA data indicate cosmic rays to be protons
with cutoff at EGZK, but their statistic is lower. On the other
hand, the PAO data are consistent to protons up to E ' 5−
10 EeV, but disfavor the protons at larger energies at which
the UHECR spectrum seems to be dominated by nuclei. More-
over, it seems that the nuclei must become gradually heav-
ier with increasing the energy which seems very controver-
sial in itself. It is worth to note, however, that the issue of
the composition determining at such high energies is a sub-
ject of theoretical models rather than of experimentally mea-
sured cross-section and multiplicities at the relevant ener-
gies. It cannot be excluded that the distribution pattern of
the shower maxima observed by the PAO is not due to ap-
pearance of the nuclei starting from the energies of about
5 EeV but rather points to new ‘strong’ physics at the en-
ergy scales

√
s> 10 TeV, perhaps the same one which is also

at the origin of the baryon number violating interactions as
e.g. (1/M)5(udd)(u′d′d′) that generates n–n′ mixing itself.

8 Needless to say, for the original PAO data [47], without being up-
scaled by 18%, disagreement with the GZK spectrum would become
stronger.
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It should be noted, that in case the UHECR are mostly heavy
nuclei, the neutrons produced in their photodisintegration on
CMB will be also lost as they escape to the parallel world
due to n–n′ oscillation. We think that more data with higher
accuracy must be collected by the currently operating PAO
and TA experiments for settling the situation which would
allow to critically test also our hypothesis.

Prompt neutron oscillations may provide correlation of
cosmic rays with E > 100 EeV with distant sources (e.g. BL
Lacs [51,52]) as an indication of the UHECR transport in
the parallel world. It is natural to assume that BL Lacs and
blasars in general can be the natural sites for acceleration
of both ordinary and mirror cosmic rays, as far as the cen-
tral black holes considered to be the acceleration engines
must be democratic for both types of the matter. As far as
the CMB of the latter is much colder than ours, the mirror
UHECR from the distant sources at several hundred Mpc
from us could arrive practically without losing their energy
and can be converted to ordinary cosmic rays via p′γ ′→ n′π ′

scattering within our GZK radius and subsequent conversion
n′→ n and decay n→ peν .

Another immediate consequence of the baryon losses
due n− n′ transitions is a strong suppression of the cosmo-
genic Berezinsky-Zatsepin (BZ) [53] neutrino flux mostly
produced via pγ → nπ+ scattering with following π+ →
µ+νµ and µ+→ e+νe+ ν̄µ decays. This conclusion remains
pessimistic even if ordinary and mirror neutrinos also have
non-zero mixing [18,19]. Really, since T ′ < T , mirror cos-
mic rays have very large m.f.p., l′s∼ x−3ls (e.g. l′s∼ 600 Mpc
for x = 0.2 versus ls ∼ 5 Mpc), and thus suffer much less
scatterings than ordinary ones. Therefore the diffuse cosmo-
genic neutrino flux may turn out to be much lower than ex-
pected [54]. Even the giant ICECUBE [55] with its control
over 1 km3 of ice may be insufficient to detect this flux.

The electromagnetic cascades originated from pγ→ pπ0

channel with subsequent π0→ 2γ decay and γγCMB→ e+e−

will be also suppressed, since most amount of the ordinary
super-GZK cosmic rays escape to the parallel world just af-
ter few proton scatterings off CMB. In this way, one can
soften also the restrictions [54] imposed on the UHECR
models by the diffuse extragalactic gamma-ray flux mea-
sured by Fermi-LAT at E & 100 GeV [56].

To conclude, concept of parallel/mirror sector with ex-
actly the same microphysics as the ordinary particle sector
provides an interesting possibility for dark matter [7,8,9,
10,11,12,13,14,15] and a peculiar way for its testing via
oscillation phenomena of ordinary neutral particles in their
mass degenerate mirror twins. In particular, the effects of
fast neutron – mirror neutron oscillation may be detected in
the laboratory conditions. The present situation is very in-
triguing in view of the experimental signal for the anoma-
lous neutron loses which can be explained by n–n′ oscil-
lation with a timescale of few seconds [37]. If future high

accuracy experiments on the neutron disappearance and re-
generation will eventually confirm the claim, then deepest
consequences will follow for particle physics, astrophysics
and cosmology. Namely, the underlying TeV-scale physics
can be tested at the LHC, and it can have profound cos-
mological implications for the primordial baryogenesis and
dark matter [26,27,28]. Here we show that this phenomenon
may complementary lead to interesting astrophysical conse-
quences for the cosmic ray spectrum at the GZK region. Due
to the baryon non-conservation during the UHECR propa-
gation, the cutoff of the spectrum shifts to lower energies
and becomes significantly steeper. Such a spectral modifi-
cation will be testable at the operating detectors with fur-
ther increase of the statistics and clearing the controversy re-
garding the chemical composition. On the other hand, in the
presence of powerful mirror sources the UHECR spectrum
at highest energies may get even higher than one expects in
the standard GZK case. Unfortunately, the data statistics ac-
cumulated at the operating installations is not yet enough to
determine the exact shape of the spectrum above 100 EeV.
But this can be achieved at the future JEM-EUSO mission
[57].
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